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Abstract
Dive capacity among toothed whales (suborder: Odontoceti) has been shown to generally
increase with body mass in a relationship closely linked to the allometric scaling of metabolic
rates. However, two odontocete species tagged in this study, the Blainville’s beaked whale
Mesoplodon densirostris and the Cuvier’s beaked whale Ziphius cavirostris, confounded
expectations of a simple allometric relationship, with exceptionally long (mean: 46.1 min &
65.4 min) and deep dives (mean: 1129 m & 1179 m), and comparatively small body masses
(med.: 842.9 kg & 1556.7 kg). These two species also exhibited exceptionally long recovery
periods between successive deep dives, or inter-deep-dive intervals (M. densirostris: med.
62 min; Z. cavirostris: med. 68 min). We examined competing hypotheses to explain observed patterns of vertical habitat use based on body mass, oxygen binding protein concentrations, and inter-deep-dive intervals in an assemblage of five sympatric toothed whales
species in the Bahamas. Hypotheses were evaluated using dive data from satellite tags
attached to the two beaked whales (M. densirostris, n = 12; Z. cavirostris, n = 7), as well as
melon-headed whales Peponocephala electra (n = 13), short-finned pilot whales Globicephala macrorhynchus (n = 15), and sperm whales Physeter macrocephalus (n = 27). Body
mass and myoglobin concentration together explained only 36% of the variance in maximum dive durations. The inclusion of inter-deep-dive intervals, substantially improved
model fits (R2 = 0.92). This finding supported a hypothesis that beaked whales extend foraging dives by exceeding aerobic dive limits, with the extension of inter-deep-dive intervals
corresponding to metabolism of accumulated lactic acid. This inference points to intriguing
tradeoffs between body size, access to prey in different depth strata, and time allocation
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within dive cycles. These tradeoffs and resulting differences in habitat use have important
implications for spatial distribution patterns, and relative vulnerabilities to anthropogenic
impacts.

Introduction
With a few notable exceptions, such as surface copepod aggregations exploited by Eubaleana
spp. [1], the prey resources of cetaceans are mostly found at ocean depths ranging from tens to
thousands of meters [2–5]. Due to the retention of air breathing in the secondary aquatic transition of cetaceans, accessing these deep prey resources requires commuting and limits the
duration of each bout of access [6]. The vertical separation between prey resources and the surface imposes complex energetic and ecological trade-offs [7,8] that have likely played important evolutionary roles in shaping cetacean morphology and physiology. These trade-offs may
have been particularly influential among lineages of specialist deep-diving toothed whales
from the sub-order Odontoceti, which undertake extensive vertical travel to reach mesopelagic
(200–1000 m) and bathypelagic (1000–3000 m) prey resources.
The balance of time and energy invested in commuting to a specific depth relative to the
time available for prey search and acquisition at that target depth represents one of the important trade-offs for deep-diving air-breathing predators [6–10]. The amount of time different
cetaceans can sustain dive apnea effectively caps the overall range of accessible dive depths
based on vertical commuting velocities and two-way travel times [10,11]. Within this overall
limitation, longer dives can also increase the proportion of dive time spent within a target foraging depth range relative to commuting time, thereby enabling more efficient access to prey
within that depth range [6,8,9].
Different depth ranges also offer contrasting opportunities for energy and nutrient acquisition based on: 1) the heterogeneous distribution of prey density with depth [12,13] 2) variation
in nutritional quality of prey with depth [14–16] 3) differences in the capacities of prey to
evade capture with depth [17] and 4) vertical differences in the strength of competitive interactions with other cetacean and non-cetacean predators [18]. Given the important role of dive
duration in these energetic and ecological trade-offs, we consider in this paper how cetacean
morphology, physiology, and behavior interact to constrain dive durations.
Previous studies have noted a positive relationship between dive duration and body mass,
specifically among the toothed whales [19], and more broadly among cetaceans, mammals,
and other tetrapods [19–21]. A hypothesized mechanism underpinning this relationship proposes that both oxygen reservoirs and total oxygen demand increase as functions of body
mass. However, in terms of increasing body mass, oxygen reservoirs scale approximately
isometrically (i.e., linearly) while oxygen demand scales non-linearly as a power law function,
based on the allometric scaling of metabolic rates [22–24]. The divergence between these two
curves is hypothesized to allow larger species and individuals to sustain longer dives [20,25].
However, the added dive duration and increased energetic efficiency of a larger body mass
may be counter-balanced in certain habitats or depth ranges by the challenges of supporting
the metabolic demands of a larger body mass under resource-limited conditions such as those
typically found in the bathypelagic [26,27].
In addition to body mass, red blood cell counts (RBCs) and the concentration of myoglobin
([Mb]) in muscles represent dimensions over which tissue oxygen reservoirs, and hence dive
durations, can vary [19,28,29]. Noren & Williams (2000) [19] showed a positive, although
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comparatively weak, correlation of maximum dive duration with muscle myoglobin concentrations across a range of taxa within Odontoceti. Mirceta et al. (2013) [21] found a similar
relationship overall within a broader suite of diving and non-diving mammals. However, there
also exist upper limits and trade-offs associated with boosting body oxygen reservoirs by
increasing RBCs and/or increasing [Mb]. On the one hand, greater RBCs increase blood viscosity and the cardiovascular pressure necessary to circulate blood [30], and on the other hand
myoglobin units may self-adhere and denature as they become more closely spaced within
muscle fibers [21,31].
Finally, dive duration may also be extended by tolerating imbalances between total oxygen
reservoirs and oxygen consumption during dives, through a transition from aerobic to anaerobic glycolysis pathways in muscle tissues as muscular oxygen reserves become depleted [7,8,32,
33]. Extending dive time beyond aerobic dive limits (ADL) faces an ultimate ceiling set by the
aerobic metabolic demands of critical organ systems and avoidance of tissue damage from lactic acid accumulation [34]. However, within these overall boundaries, exceeding ADL represents an additional potential evolutionary or facultative behavioral strategy for increasing the
range of accessible habitats and/or reducing the ratio of commuting time to foraging time
within a dive [7,8,33]. In one of the few species in which ADL has been empirically measured,
Weddell seals Leptonychotes weddellii completed >92% of dives within 26 min, necessitating
minimal recovery time (<10 min) between dives during which time gases were exchanged
[32]. In contrast, infrequent and opportunistic extended dives ranged up to a maximum of
61.4 min. Extended dives (>26 min) coincided with near-exponential increases in arterial
blood lactate concentrations and the extension of recovery periods from ~10 min to ~120 min
[32]. This change in the duration of recovery periods highlights a “time efficiency” trade-off
for extending dives beyond ADL, in that the proportion of the total time budget available for
foraging within deep prey layers is substantially reduced [7,9].
In this study, we collected and analyzed an extensive multi-species satellite telemetry and
biologging dataset from the northern Bahamas archipelago. We first quantitatively characterized where different species and individuals in a sympatric assemblage of deep-diving toothed
whales foraged in the complex underwater canyons of the Bahamas. We subsequently examined
the potential roles of morphological (e.g., body mass), physiological (e.g., myoglobin concentration, [Mb]), and behavioral (e.g., recovery period duration) traits in dive duration capacities and
vertical habitat use patterns. We also investigated temporal variation in vertical habitat use over
diel cycles, and spatial distribution patterns with respect to bathymetry. Finally, we placed interspecific differences in habitat use within the context of diving efficiency trade-offs, ecological
variation in the vertical and spatial dimensions of prey fields, and relative vulnerabilities to
anthropogenic stressors.

Materials and methods
Ethics statement
The research presented in this study including tagging and remote biopsy sampling of animals
was conducted under a Bahamas Marine Mammal Research Permit (permit #12A) issued to
the Bahamas Marine Mammal Research Organisation (BMMRO) by the Government of the
Bahamas under authorization of the Bahamas Marine Mammal Protection Act (2005). The
specific protocols used in this study, including tag types, methods of deployment, and sample
sizes, were approved prior to the start of the study by the US Department of the Navy Bureau
of Medicine and Surgery (BUMED) Veterinary Affairs Office and BMMRO’s Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC). Annual reviews of the protocols were conducted
by BMMRO’s IACUC until the study ended.
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Field data collection
Between 2009 and 2014, tagging and biopsy sampling of deep-diving odontocete cetaceans was
conducted from a small boat (6.8 m rigid hull inflatable) in the Great Bahama Canyon system
between 23˚N and 27˚N, and 76˚W and 79˚W. Cetaceans were located by using visual search
from ship and small boat platforms that followed line transect and ad hoc survey protocols,
and by passive acoustic monitoring with towed and fixed hydrophone arrays [35,36].
Two models of small (49–55 g) satellite telemetry and dive behavior recording tags in the
Low Impact Minimally Percutaneous External Electronics Transmitter (LIMPET) configuration
were successfully attached to five odontocete species: melon-headed whales Peponocephala electra, (Family Delphinidae), short-finned pilot whales Globicephala macrorhynchus (Family Delphinidae), sperm whales Physeter macrocephalus (Family Physeteridae), Cuvier’s beaked whales
Ziphius cavirostris (Family Ziphiidae), and Blainville’s beaked whales Mesoplodon densirostris
(Family Ziphiidae). Location and temperature recording SPOT tags (AM-S240A-C, Wildlife
Computers Inc., Redmond, Washington, USA) [37] and location- and dive-depth recording
SPLASH tags (Mk-10, Wildlife Computers Inc., Redmond, Washington, USA) [38] were affixed
to free-ranging cetaceans using 4–6.5 cm surgical grade titanium darts propelled into the connective tissue on or near the base of cetacean dorsal fins by crossbow [37] or black powder gun
[39] from a range of 5–25 m.

Morphometrics, physiological measurements and demographics
Body mass (m) was not measured directly in this study due to the logistical challenge of obtaining this measurement in the free-ranging cetaceans. Body masses of our study species were
also not reported in a consistent format across the literature (e.g., maximum, mean, approximation). To standardize estimates of median body mass for the subsequent modeling of dive
durations and dive depths, we drew on standard length and body mass measurements from a
variety of stranding and historic whaling records (see S1 Appendix). To estimate median body
mass for each sex and age class we first developed models of the relationship between body
mass and standard length, and subsequently predicted median body mass from modelled relationship for each species using a comparatively unbiased median standard length estimate (see
details in S1 Appendix). Myoglobin concentration ([Mb]) was an additional covariate considered in the subsequent modelling of dive durations and dive depths. Species-level mean myoglobin concentrations from epaxial muscles (longissimus dorsi) were obtained from a variety of
published sources (see details in S1 Appendix).
Tagged individuals were assigned to different sexes and age classes on the basis of sexually
dimorphic characteristics, where present (i.e., G. macrorhynchus, Z. cavirostris, M. densirostris),
as well as skin biopsy samples collected using a remote dart biopsy technique [40]. Genetic sex
was determined for biopsied whales based on either PCR amplification [41] or real-time PCR
[42] of regions of the SRY and ZFX genes. Otherwise, sexes were treated as unknown.

Spatial distributions and location-specific covariates
During surfacing intervals, both SPOT and SPLASH tags transmitted a series of messages to
overhead Argos satellites (http://www.Argos-system.org). The movement track for each tagged
cetacean over a tag’s transmission life was estimated from irregularly spaced Argos position
fixes using a Continuous Time Correlated Random Walk (CTCRW) [43] model fitted in the R
package crawl [44], with subsequent modifications to allow the explicit inclusion of Argos
error ellipse extent and shape [45]. Location estimates were predicted from fitted CTCRW
models at regular one-hour date-time stamps within each track, and were subsequently used
to: 1) calculate solar and lunar rise and set times 2) estimate bathymetric depth and 3) predict
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the isotherm boundaries at the mean locations of SPOT time-at-temperature histograms (see
Dive Patterns). Bathymetric depths were extracted from a 0.0083˚ latitude and longitude resolution bathymetric digital elevation model at predicted locations using the function extract
from the R library raster [46]. Sunrise and sunset times, as well as solar angular elevations,
were calculated at the predicted locations and corresponding date-time stamps using the function sunriset from the R library maptools.

Dive depth, dive duration, and inter-deep-dive intervals
Messages from tags used for location estimation also included internally summarized dive
behavior data. These moderate-resolution summaries of raw high-resolution environmental
sensor outputs (e.g., temperature, pressure, wet/dry) facilitated transmission over bandwidthand time-limited connections with Argos satellites. In SPLASH tags, a pressure sensor allowed
the direct measurement of dive depth and dive duration. Pressure transducer observations
(accuracy: ±1% of depth reading) from SPLASH tags were compressed and transmitted in
the form of: 1) a behavior log which summarized pressure and wet-dry measurements into
sequences of dives and surface intervals, and 2) a time-series log that recorded depth observations at either 2.5 or 5 minute intervals. Each dive in the behavior log was defined by the deepest depth and time interval between successive dry measurements. In contrast, SPOT tags
carried a thermistor and transmitted time-at-temperature (TAT) histogram summaries, as a
proxy for dive depth activity [47]. TAT summaries consisted of the proportion of thermistor
readings, collected at 10-second intervals over 6-hour sampling periods, that fell into 12 temperature categories (<4˚C, 4–6˚C, 6–8˚C, 8–10˚C, 10–12˚C, 12–14˚C, 14–16˚C, 16–18˚C, 18–
20˚C, 20–22˚C, 22–24˚C and 24˚C). Sampling periods of TAT were programmed to begin at
01:00, 07:00, 13:00, or 21:00 local time, so that the majority (>80%) of sampling of each TAT
histogram fell within either daytime or nighttime periods.
“Foraging” dives were defined as dives falling within species-specific depth ranges where
foraging activity was known or inferred to occur. Dive distributions were principally interpreted using published digital acoustic recording tag (DTAG) dive profiles that described the
vertical distribution of echolocation clicks and/or “buzz” vocalizations associated with prey
capture attempts [3–5,33,48]. Published DTAG profiles were available for all tagged study species except P. electra. In particular short and relatively shallow dives among beaked whales,
labeled “bounce dives” by Tyack et al. (2006) [33], have been shown to be non-foraging in
nature based on the absence of acoustic foraging cues. The time intervals between successive
“foraging” dives in the behavior log were referred to as inter-deep-dive intervals (IDDI) following the definition used by Tyack et al. (2006) [33] and synonymous with the inter-foraging
dive interval (IFDI) defined by Arranz et al. (2011) [5]. These were calculated for all species as
the sum of surface period durations interspersed between deeper dives plus the duration of
any short and comparatively shallow dives that did not meet the foraging dive criteria. We further defined “time efficiency” as the proportion of each tagged individual’s time budget spent
within foraging depth strata.

Models of dive duration and depth
Several previous inter-specific comparative analyses of mammalian dive behaviors [19–21]
have examined factors influencing maximum dive duration (Tmax) as a response variable. As
an initial step in examining the morphological, physiological, and behavioral factors influencing dive behavior variation in the odontocete assemblage of our study area, we evaluated the
predictive performance of the odontocete-specific allometric model (Eq 2) from Noren &
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Williams (2000) [19].
Tmax ¼ 0:68 m0:47

ð1Þ

For comparison with previous modeling efforts, we developed models of Tmax as a function
of body mass (m) using dive information from the tagged individuals in this study. In using
individual level data, we had to account for intraspecific non-independence of dive behaviors
and for phylogenetic interdependencies among species. Random effects structures in a mixedmodel framework can be used to account for non-independence in model residuals [49]. Villemereuil and Nakagawa (2014) [49] further elaborated an approach to explicitly account for the
evolutionary interdependencies among species; they integrate a phylogenetic tree model
within the mixed-model framework called phylogenetic generalized linear mixed models
(PGLMM). We developed PGLMM of Tmax incorporating the cetacean phylogenetic tree and
divergence time estimates of McGowen, Spaulding & Gatesy (2009) [50], as well as three fixedeffects covariates: estimates of median body mass (m, see S1 Appendix), literature-derived
mean myoglobin concentrations ([Mb], see S1 Appendix), and median IDDI calculated from
the behavior log dataset. Because models of Tmax potentially unrealistically collapsed all of the
variation within each individual’s dive behavior to a single number, we also developed log-log
PGLMM models of dive duration (T) and dive depth (Z) at the level of individual dives in S2
Appendix.
Following the mixed-effects model selection guidance outlined by Zuur et al. (2009) [51],
we first contrasted random-effects structures and a fixed-effects-only model each containing
all three fixed-effects covariates. Bayesian posterior probability distributions for a fixed-effectsonly log-log (i.e., power law) generalized linear model (GLM) and a log-log PGLMM model of
Tmax, were implemented in the R function MCMCglmm [49]. Bayesian Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) simulations used the default Gaussian fixed-effects prior (mean = 0 and variance = 1010) implemented in MCMCglmm, and an inverse-Gamma random-effects prior with
shape and scale parameters of 0.01 [49]. MCMC simulations were repeated over 105 iterations,
discarding a burn-in phase of 1000 iterations and applying a further thinning of 1 in every 50
iterations. In this initial phase of comparing model random-effects structures, the fixed-effects
and mixed-effects log-log models were evaluated on the basis of Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) scores, and a model weighting metric, wDIC, that was developed based on the
Akaike’s weight metric (wAIC) from Burnham & Anderson (2002) [52].
e
wDIC ¼ Pn

0:5ðDICi DICmin Þ

i¼1

e

0:5ðDICi DICmin Þ

ð2Þ

After the selection of a random-effects structure (in this case the fixed-effects-only model),
log-log PGLMM with the different combinations of fixed-effects terms were fitted, and a second phase of model selection was undertaken on the basis of DIC and wDIC.
To provide a broader phylogenetic context for the dive behaviors observed among the five
tagged species in this study area, we also developed phylogenetic generalized least squares
(PGLS) [53] models of Tmax. This analysis incorporated a range of other odontocete species for
which we found literature-reported values of Tmax, m, [Mb], and IDDI or were able to extract
these values from supplemental materials. The additional species included: belugas Delphinapterus leucas [19,54], narwhals Monodon monoceros [55], harbour porpoise Phocoena phocoena
[56], killer whales Orcinus orca [57], pantropical spotted dolphins Stenella attenuata [58],
pygmy sperm whales Kogia breviceps [59,60], and northern bottlenose whales Hyperoodon
ampullatus [61]. Like PGLMM, PGLS models in this analysis incorporated the McGowen,
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Spaulding & Gatesy (2009) [50] phylogenetic tree into the variance-covariance matrix of a GLS
model using a Brownian motion model of trait evolution [53].

Foraging depth and bathymetric depth
Telemetry data from all tagged individuals was used to examine the spatial overlap of different
species and sexes with habitats where the benthos was accessible within the observed foraging
dive range of each species. Because the number of position fixes recovered for each individual
varied, species averages of the proportion of coordinate fixes falling within accessible benthic
habitats were calculated as a grand mean of averages for each individual. Finally, we calculated
Pearson correlation coefficients between the maximum depth of dives recorded in the behavior log for each species and the bathymetric depth corresponding to the CTCRW predicted
location at the midpoint of each dive.

Results
Tagging
Between 2009 and 2014, 75 Argos tags were successfully deployed on five deep-diving odontocete cetacean species commonly encountered within our study area, yielding 7752 position
fixes and 12,204 h of dive data (Table 1). Both SPOT and SPLASH tags were successfully
deployed on all five species (Table 1), but SPLASH tags were preferentially used on beaked
whales resulting in higher proportions of SPLASH tag deployments (M. densirostris 75% and
Z. cavirostris 86%). Tissue biopsies were obtained from 24 individuals during the tagging
encounter. Cross-referencing tagged individuals with photo-identification catalogs identified
an additional 15 tagged whales that were biopsied and tagged on separate occasions. The overlap between tagging and biopsy datasets provided genetic sex for 52% of all tagged individuals,
with P. electra representing the majority of individuals for which sex was unknown.

Dive depth and duration
The tagged species occupied partially overlapping foraging ranges (Fig 1) in the vertical
dimension, ranging from the epipelagic (<200m) and upper mesopelagic (~200–800 m) and
Table 1. Number of satellite tag deployments between 2009–2014, by tag type and sex. Tagging events indicate the number of separate encounters
with groups of odontocetes during which tagging took place; some groups may have been repeatedly encountered across multiple years. Also shown are the
total hours of dive data recovered for each species in the behavior and time series logs of SPLASH tags, time-at-temperature histograms of SPOT tags, and
mean duration of tag transmission for five species of deep-diving odontocetes in the northern Bahamas.
Species
M

SPOT
F U

SPLASH
M F U

Tagging Events

Behav. Log (h)

Time Series (h)

TAT Histo. (h)

Mean Duration
d (Min, Max)

Melon-headed whale
Peponocephala electra

0

0

9

0

0

4

6

55.45

15.04

1605

9.51 (0.02, 38.79)

Short-finned pilot whale
Globicephala macrorhynchus

7

4

1

2

0

1

5

252.61

277.83

3639

15.67 (0.37, 40.8)

Sperm whale
Physeter macrocephalus

11

9

1

5

1

0

13

451.01

140.42

3340

8.2 (0, 17.76)

Blainville’s beaked whale
Mesoplodon densirostris

3

0

0

3

6

0

10

695.91

694.75

167

16.41 (0.01, 45.64)

Cuvier’s beaked whales
Ziphius cavirostris

0

1

0

4

2

0

6

365.65

139.96

139

23.72 (8.53, 90.14)

SPOT, temperature-only (AM-S240A-C) satellite tag; SPLASH, depth-and-temperature (Mk-10) satellite tag; M, male; F, female; U, unknown sex; h, hours;
d, days
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0185113.t001
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Fig 1. Histograms showing the vertical distribution of foraging dive depths in five deep-diving odontocete species. The dives
that were classified as probable foraging dives on the basis of the vertical distribution of foraging buzzes recorded in prior digital acoustic
recording tag studies [3–5,33], which are indicated by the grey background colours.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0185113.g001

among P. electra and G. macrorhynchus to the lower mesopelagic and upper bathypelagic in P.
macrocephalus, M. densirostris and Z. cavirostris. Overall, dive depths were positively related to
dive duration in each species, although the relationship was non-linear in three of five tagged
species. Power-law and exponential functional forms provided the best fits for P. electra, G.
macrorhynchus, and P. macrocephalus, while linear formulations provided better fits for M.
densirostris and Z. cavirostris (Fig 2).

Models of maximum dive duration
In examining the morphological, physiological, and behavioral factors influencing maximum
dive duration in our study species, we found that models employing m and [Mb] alone provided inadequate explanations of the observed variation in Tmax among the tagged individuals
in this study. The variance of the observed Tmax values in this study minus the Tmax values predicted by Eq 2 in Noren & Williams (2000) [19] was larger than the variance associated with
the mean of the observed values (Tmax ). This equation therefore explained less variance than an
overall mean (i.e., R2 = 0). In particular, this model substantially underestimated maximum
dive duration in the two ziphiid species M. densirostris and Z. cavirostris (Fig 3A). However, it
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Fig 2. Scatter plots showing the relationship of dive duration to dive depth in five deep-diving odontocete species. Dive
duration generally increased as a function of dive depth in this study. However, different functional forms ranging from exponential
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(Globicephala macrorhynchus), to power law (Peponocephala electra and Physeter macrocephalus), to linear (Mesoplodon
densirostris and Ziphius cavirostris) provided the best model fits in different species. Greater variation in dive duration of deeper
dives was observed particularly among the beaked whales.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0185113.g002

did perform considerably better when predicting maximum dive duration of individuals in the
delphinid (P. electra and G. macrorhynchus) and physeterid (P. macrocephalus) families (R2 =
0.90, Fig 3A). This divergence from expectations of simple allometric scaling of Tmax was
highlighted by the maximum dive duration of M. densirostris, which on average exceeded the

Fig 3. Relationship of maximum dive duration (Tmax) to body mass (m) and myoglobin concentration ([Mb]). Tmax in this plot were based
on the longest dive recorded by each individual tagged with a SPLASH model satellite transmitter. The solid line in sub-plot (a) shows the power
law relationship (Eq 2) fitted by Noren and Williams (2000) [19]. This trendline provides relatively close fit to Tmax among the delphinids and
physeterids, but substantially underestimates Tmax of the two ziphiids. The two trendlines shown in sub-plot (d) indicate the different predicted
relationships between Tmax and m based on different median inter-deep dive interval (IDDI) values among the delphinids and physeterids of 8 min
and among the ziphiids of 65 min. Also shown on sub-plot (d) are the calculated Aerobic Dive Limit (cADL) values estimated by Tyack et al. (2006)
[33] for Mesoplodon densirostris and Ziphius cavirostris.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0185113.g003
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maximum dive durations of male G. macrorhynchus by a factor of 5.5x, despite having a 30%
smaller median mass (M. densirostris: 842.9 kg, G. macrorhynchus: 1195.4 kg). Additionally,
despite weighing 7.6x less than P. macrocephalus, Z. cavirostris dove an average of 17.6 min
longer per deep dive. Because of these large disparities, a simple allometric GLM model (Mod.
5b, Table 2) did not fare substantially better than the Noren & Williams allometric model in
predicting Tmax of tagged individuals, which can be seen in a relatively poor trend line fit (Fig
3B), and in an Rm2 value of 0.31 (Table 2). The log-log GLM model with [Mb] as covariate
(Mod. 6b, Table 2) likewise explained only 26% of the variance in Tmax, which is similarly indicated by a weak trend line fit (Fig 3C). Together m and [Mb] accounted for <37% of the variance in Tmax.
Including differences in IDDI shown in Fig 4, along with m in log-log GLM models (Mod
2b, Table 2) explained a substantially greater proportion of the variance in Tmax (Rm2 = 0.92)
relative to models with m and/or [Mb]. This improvement in model fit was demonstrated by:
1) the selection of Model 2b (IDDI and m) as the most parsimonious model fit (Table 2 and 2)
the trend lines in Fig 3D, which show the different functional relationships of Tmax to m, with
input values of IDDI corresponding to the median IDDI of the delphinids and physeterids (8
min), and ziphiids (65 min). In addition to the IDDI of the two ziphiids being comparatively
long in absolute terms (Fig 4), these IDDI were also long in proportion to dive duration (Fig
5B), with median IDDI: Tmax ratios of 1.41 and 1.01 among the ziphiids (M. densirostris and Z.
cavirostris, respectively) compared to ratios of 0.39, 0.38, and 0.17 among the delphinids and
physeterids (P. electra, G. macrorhynchus, and P. macrocephalus, respectively).
The comparison of PGLS models in Table 3 further supported the importance of IDDI in the
prediction of Tmax, in this case over a wider range of taxonomic diversity than the species tagged
in the present study. This analysis included representative species from all six primarily marine
(i.e., excluding river dolphins) families of Odontoceti. Fig 6 also shows a clustering of species
belonging to the Delphinoidea (Families: Monodontidae, Phocoenidae, Delphinidae) and Physeteroidea (Families: Kogiidae, and Physeteridae) superfamilies in m and Tmax space, while the
Ziphioidea (Family: Ziphiidae) were clearly clustered apart from these two superfamilies.

Time budgets
Relative to the ziphiids, the delphinids and physeterids spent a comparatively low proportion
of their time budgets at or near the surface during foraging periods and consequently a higher
proportion of their time at foraging depths. This differences is illustrated by the maxima of
only 37.0% and 34.2% of 6-hour TAT histogram time blocks that were spent by M. densirostris
and Z. cavirostris individuals in temperature/approximate depth ranges thought to be associated with foraging activity (Fig 5A). This contrasted with upwards of 84.1%, 89.2%, and 72.3%
that P. electra, G. macrorhynchus, and P. macrocephalus were able to spend in their respective
foraging temperature/approximate depth ranges (Fig 5A). In part, this reflected the shorter
commuting distances and consequently shorter commuting times in the shallower diving delphinids and physeterids, relative to the deeper diving ziphiids. However, in bouts of P. macrocephalus and M. densirostris dives that reached similar depths (800m), P. macrocephalus spent
an average of 2.05x more of their time engaged in foraging dives relative to M. densirostris.
Averaged over an entire diel cycle, the two delphinid species (P. electra and G. macrorhynchus)
spent an average of 27.2% and 31.6% of their respective time budgets within target foraging
strata, only moderately higher than the 24.0% and 22.6% spent by the two ziphiids (M. densirostris and Z. cavirostris, respectively; Fig 5A). However, the low median values and large variability in time efficiency exhibited by these two delphinid species (Fig 5A) predominately
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Table 2. Comparison of models describing variation in the maximum dive duration. The first section (above solid line) compares a fixed-effect only
model with a mixed model, which includes random effects of species with a phylogenetic correlation structure. The second section (below solid line) compares
different combinations of the fixed effect covariates within the model structure selected in the first section. Marginal and conditional coefficients of determination indicate the proportion of variance explained by the fixed effects only and the full mixed effects model, respectively [62].
Model Formula

k

Rm2

Rc2

DIC

ΔDIC

wDIC

Mod. 1a (GLM):
log(Tmax) ~ log(m) + log([Mb]) + log(IDDI)

4

0.91

-

-41.91

0

0.71

Mod. 2a (PGLMM):
log(Tmax) ~ log(m) + log([Mb]) + log(IDDI) | SPP

5

0.36

0.95

-40.15

1.76

0.29

Mod. 1b (GLM):
log(Tmax) ~ log(m) + log([Mb]) + log(IDDI)

4

0.92

-

-41.84

2.3

0.24

Mod. 2b (GLM):
log(Tmax) ~ log(m) + log(IDDI)

3

0.92

-

-44.14

0

0.76

Mod. 3b (GLM):
log(Tmax) ~ log(m) + log([Mb])

3

0.36

-

8.54

52.68

0

Mod. 4b (GLM):
log(Tmax) ~ log(IDDI) + log([Mb])

3

0.69

-

-10.21

33.93

0

Mod. 5b (GLM):
log(Tmax) ~ log(m)

2

0.31

-

8.46

52.6

0

Mod. 6b (GLM):
log(Tmax) ~ log([Mb])

2

0.26

-

10.38

54.52

0

Mod. 7b (GLM):
log(Tmax) ~ log(IDDI)

2

0.58

-

-3.85

40.29

0

GLM, generalized linear models; PGLMM; phylogenetic generalized linear mixed models; Tmax, maximum dive duration; SPP, species; m, body mass; [Mb],
myoglobin concentration; IDDI, inter-deep-dive interval; DIC, Deviance Information Criterion; ΔDIC, DIC difference; wDIC, DIC weights [52]; k, number of
model parameters; Rm2, marginal coefficient of determination [62]; Rc2, conditional coefficient of determination [62].
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0185113.t002

reflected the large portions of daylight periods spent at or near the surface when not engaged
in foraging behaviors.

Diurnal patterns
The tagged species in this study showed divergent responses to light levels, both in terms of
dive depth and dive frequency (Fig 7). The shallowest diving species, P. electra, showed a
binary response, with the absence of daytime dives below 25m or the 24˚C isotherm (median
depth 117 m) in over 869 hours of daytime behavior log and TAT data. Foraging dive activity
in this species appears to be exclusively confined to nighttime periods. G. macrorhynchus, with
the second shallowest median dive depths, undertook daytime dives that were on average, 417
m deeper and 69.9% less frequent than nighttime dives and appear to be concentrated during
hours of lower incident light angles (early morning and late afternoon). Unlike any other species tagged in this study, the distribution of nighttime dives in G. macrorhynchus lacked bimodality, with a continuous distribution from the central mesopelagic zone to near the surface. However, the nighttime dive pattern of G. macrorhynchus did differ between the sexes
of this highly sexually dimorphic species, with adult males (2.05x larger by mass) showing
greater consistency between daytime and nighttime dive depths, in contrast to greater variation between daytime and nighttime foraging dive depths of the smaller-bodied females. Overall P. macrocephalus displayed small diurnal differences between median daytime (920 m) and
nighttime (888 m) dive depths. This pattern also varied among sexes and age classes: females
and juvenile males that were tagged within matrilineal social groups dove on average to 3.5%
shallower depths and exhibited a 26.4% larger diurnal difference in dive depths when compared with sub-adult males that were tagged either solitarily or in bachelor groups. M.
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Fig 4. Typical time-depth dive profiles from SPLASH tags deployed on five deep-diving odontocete species. Each plot
shows a moderate-resolution satellite-transmitted record representing eight hours of dive behavior (note: Peponocephala electra
record shows several gaps in transmission). This panel contrasts the comparatively short inter-deep dive intervals (IDDI) and
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relatively continuous diving of the delphinids and physeterids, with the longer dive durations and longer IDDI of the ziphiids. The
median depth (Zforaging), median duration (Tforaging), median surface intervals (IDDI), and correlation coefficients of duration and IDDI
(ρ T, IDDI) are shown across the bottom of each plot.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0185113.g004

densirostris exhibited daytime dives that were on average 142.3 m or 11.6% shallower than
nighttime dives. This diurnal difference in dive depths was not observed in all tagged M. densirostris, but was detected in 5 of 7 individuals. Z. cavirostris, the deepest diving species, showed
little to no variability in foraging dive depths between day and night.

Spatial habitat use
Considering the bathymetric topography in our study area, we observed interspecific differences in spatial distribution that were reflected in overlap of CTCRW-predicted position fixes
with areas of different bathymetric depth (Fig 8). In general, the CTCRW-predicted locations
of the deeper diving species (P. macrocephalus, M. densirostris, and Z. cavirostris) were more
frequently localized over areas where the bottom was within reach during their dives (Fig 8C,
8D and 8E), while shallower diving delphinids (P. electra and G. macrorhynchus) were proportionally less frequently localized over habitats where the benthos fell within their respective
dive depth ranges (Fig 8A and 8B).
There was also some intra-specific variation in these patterns. In particular, M. densirostris
showed considerable inter-individual variation. Nine of 11 M. densirostris individuals exhibited consistent associations with areas where the bathymetric depth was less than the maximum recorded dive depth of this species (1888m), while the remaining two individuals (1
male and 1 female) ranged widely over a variety of benthic depths that were beyond the range
of their dive capacities (Fig 8D). P. macrocephalus exhibited sex differences in spatial affinity

Fig 5. Boxplots illustrating (a) the proportion of time within foraging depths and (b) and the ratio of inter-deep dive intervals (IDDI) to dive
duration (T). The proportions of time spent in foraging strata derived from SPOT tag time-at-temperature histograms that were translated into units
of depth using the hydrographic data and interpolation methods detailed in Joyce et al. (2016) [47]. Overall, the ziphiids exhibited a substantially
lower proportion of time spent in foraging strata relative to delphinids and physeterids. This difference resulted primarily from the substantially longer
inter-deep dive intervals (IDDI) among by the ziphiids, which is shown by the ratios of IDDI to dive duration (T) in plot (b). Among the ziphiids IDDI
were typically greater than or equal to T, while among delphinids and physeterids IDDI were typically substantially less than T.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0185113.g005
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Table 3. Comparison of phylogenetic generalized least squares (PGLS) models describing variation
in the maximum dive duration (Tmax) across 12 odontocete species. The top three candidate PGLS models all included IDDI (Models 1c, 2c, & 4c), and together accounted for 92% of wAIC probabilities.
Model Formula

k

AIC

ΔAIC

wAIC

Mod. 1c (PGLS):
log(Tmax) ~ log(m) + log([Mb]) + log(IDDI)

4

-2.06

0

0.52

Mod. 2c (PGLS):
log(Tmax) ~ log(m) + log(IDDI)

3

-1.06

1

0.31

Mod. 3c (PGLS):
log(Tmax) ~ log(m) + log([Mb])

3

3.65

5.71

0.03

Mod. 4c (PGLS):
log(Tmax) ~ log(IDDI) + log([Mb])

3

1.39

3.45

0.09

Mod. 5c (PGLS):
log(Tmax) ~ log(m)

2

3.32

5.38

0.04

Mod. 6c (PGLS):
log(Tmax) ~ log([Mb])

2

9.93

11.99

0

Mod. 7c (PGLS):
log(Tmax) ~ log(IDDI)

2

5.64

7.7

0.01

PGLS, phylogenetic generalized least squares models; Tmax, maximum dive duration; SPP, species; m,
body mass; [Mb], myoglobin concentration; IDDI, inter-deep-dive interval; AIC, Akaike’s Information
Criterion; ΔAIC, AIC difference; wAIC, Akaike’s weights [52]; k, number of model parameters.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0185113.t003

for different bathymetric habitats. Females (n = 10) were consistently localized along the
northern slope of the Great Bahama Canyon in an area where the benthos fell within their dive
range. The shape of this distribution pattern also appears to correspond closely with the gradual shoaling of bathymetric topography from east to west along this slope. By contrast, subadult males (n = 16) that were typically encountered solitarily or in small bachelor groups were
found to range widely over a variety of bathymetric habitats that were both shallower and
deeper than their maximum dive depth (1344 m). Finally, the dive depths of Z. cavirostris
showed a relatively high correlation with bottom depths (ρ = 0.62), across a wide range of
bathymetric depths occupied by this species (90% central quantile: 851.2- 2247m). All other
species (e.g., P. electra, G. macrorhynchus, P. macrocephalus, and M. densirostris) showed low
overall correlations of dive depths with bottom depths (ρ = 0.16–0.27).

Discussion
Dive behavior and body mass
Similar to previous research examining the relationship of dive duration with body mass [19–21],
this study found an overall positive correlation. In particular, the relatively strong performance of
the Noren & Williams (2000) [19] Eq 2 model among the delphinids and physeterids suggested
that variation in body mass underlies an important component of dive duration and dive depth
variation in some odontocetes species. The longer dive duration of Z. cavirostris (med. 1557 kg)
relative to M. densirostris (med. 843 kg) also pointed to the relevance of body mass as a predictor
of dive capacities. However, the comparatively low proportion of the overall variance in observed
maximum dive duration (Tmax) explained by body mass (m) alone, suggested a need for additional covariates, especially to explain the dive durations of the two beaked whale species.
Moreover, selection on odontocete body size is likely considerably more complex than a
simple optimization of dive efficiency and duration, so it is important to consider alternative
hypotheses for the evolution of this trait. For example, larger body size generally reduces the
per-unit-mass metabolic rate and external surface-area-to-volume ratios, fostering greater
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Fig 6. Phylogenetic generalized least squares (PGLS) model of maximum dive duration (Tmax) in 12 odontocete species. Covariates of Tmax
includes body mass (m), myoglobin concentration ([Mb]), and inter-deep-dive interval (IDDI). The three curves overlaid on this scatterplot (a) represent the
predictions from the PGLS Model 2c (Table 3) using the median IDDI values of the super-families: Ziphioidea (blue), Physeteroidea (purple), and
Delphinoidea (red). These super-families are also indicated in the phylogenetic tree hypothesis of McGowen, Spaulding & Gatesy (2009) [50] (b), which
was used to develop the correlation structure in PGLS models. Species in (a) are indicated by the first letters of the genus and species name (e.g., Physeter
macrocephalus = Pm).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0185113.g006

overall efficiency of energy use and thermoregulation [63,64]. Greater size may also decrease
the cost of locomotion in a viscous fluid medium by reducing drag at higher Reynolds numbers [65,66]. Larger size may additionally confer the ability to capture a greater volume of prey
during each dive, endure longer periods of fasting [67], and subsist on lower quality forage
items through increased gastro-intestinal surface area and processing time [68]. Conversely,
larger size may limit maneuverability in the pursuit of small prey [4,69,70]. Odontocete size
may also have come under selection for reasons unrelated to foraging and energetic efficiency,
such as minimizing predation risk [71] and mate competition [72].

Dive behavior and myoglobin concentration
Although body mass is correlated with dive duration, it is unlikely that this variable directly
determines diving ability, but instead represents a proxy for the quantity of oxygen stored in
various tissue reservoirs (e.g., blood, muscle, lungs), relative to metabolic rate [20]. Tissue oxygen reservoirs also vary based on the concentrations of oxygen-storing molecules. However in
this study, [Mb] accounted for only a minimal proportion of the variance in Tmax, T, and Z (S2
Appendix), and its inclusion could not be justified on the basis of wDIC metrics. This may
have resulted from the specialist deep-diving taxa in this study all exhibiting high [Mb] values
relative to epipelagic odontocetes, baleen whales (Mysticeti) and non-diving mammals [21].
This potentially reflects a ceiling on myoglobin concentrations ([Mb]) in muscle fibres due to
self-adhesion when myoglobin units become more densely concentrated [21,31]. One potential evolutionary response is the genome-level modification of myoglobin peptide sequences to
increase net surface charge, ZMb, a property which increases the repulsion and decreases the
adhesion of adjacent myoglobin units [21]. These authors noted elevated ZMb within the
ziphiids (ZMb = 4.80) relative to delphinids (ZMb = 4.03), physeterids (ZMb = 4.15), and kogiids
(ZMb = 4.24). Yet despite this elevated ZMb value, empirical measurements of bulk epaxial muscle [Mb] among ziphiids did not appear to be exceptional relative to other specialist deep-
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Fig 7. Boxplots showing daytime and night-time foraging dives normalized to median night-time dive depth. Positive
values indicate that daytime dives were on average deeper than night-time dives. Although the species-specific patterns of
responsiveness to light are complex there is a general trend, from arguably the largest and completely binary response of the
shallowest diving species P. electra, to the deepest diving species, Z. cavirostris, with no observed response.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0185113.g007

diving odontocete taxa [19,73,74]. This suggests a need for additional explanatory variables to
account for the extended dive durations and deep dive depths of ziphiids with respect to their
body masses.

Dive behavior and aerobic dive limits
Utilizing anaerobic metabolism after depleting muscle oxygen reservoirs represents a potential
strategy that could extend dive durations and enable efficient access to bathypelagic prey
resources despite the relatively small body masses of the beaked whales [7–9,33]. Tyack et al.
(2006) [33] derived Calculated Aerobic Dive Limit (cADL) [22] values of 25 min for M. densirostris and 33 min for Z. cavirostris, which were substantially lower than our observed mean foraging dive duration of M. densirostris and Z. cavirostris (46.2 min and 65.3 min, respectively).
cADL ¼

body O2 reservoirs
diving metabolic rate

However, notably Velten et al. (2013) [74] proposed cADL estimates for M. densirostris in
excess of observed foraging dive duration values, based on economical diving locomotion
(including substantial gliding) and several distinct histological characteristics of the beaked
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Fig 8. Argos tag locations shown on maps of benthic habitats falling within species-specific foraging dive depth
ranges. Locations derive from a continuous time correlated random walk model fitted to Argos locations estimates. The
distribution of benthic habitats shown in blue shading correspond to foraging dive depth ranges delineated in Fig 1.
Shallower diving species Peponocephala electra and Globicephala macrorhynchus, as well as sub-adult male Physeter
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macrocephalus show less spatial overlap with accessible benthic habitats. Deeper-diving Mesoplodon densirostris, Ziphius
cavirostris and female Physeter macrocephalus show greater spatial overlap, which is quantitatively indicated by percent
overlap scores on each map.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0185113.g008

whales (see Ziphiid Synthesis). Several empirical studies of diving metabolic rates (dMR) in
other diving taxa suggest that dMR generally exceeds basal metabolic rates (bMR) by a factor
of ~2x [23,75]. However the dMR values used in cADL calculations by Velten et al. (2013) [74]
were 18% and 37% lower than bMR values estimated for these species [63], calling their cADL
estimates in question.
The protracted IDDI of M. densirostris and Z. cavirostris provided further evidence suggesting
the extension of beaked whale dive durations beyond ADL. Tyack et al. (2006) [33] interpreted
extended IDDI as periods of recovery from lactate debt, citing increases in lactate concentrations
and extension of inter-dive recovery periods observed in L. weddellii after dives exceeding the
adult (~450kg) ADL threshold (16.8 min) (Kooyman et al. 1983) [22]. Our study confirmed the
patterns of extended IDDI first documented by Tyack et al. (2006) [33] over a more extensive
dataset of time series and behavior log dive profiles from M. densirostris (695.91 hr) and Z. cavirostris (365.65 hr). The inference from the GLM and PGLMM models of Tmax, T, and Z (S2 Appendix), also strongly pointed to the importance of IDDI as a key variable in explaining the dive
duration variability among our study species, and our PGLS analysis extended this inference to a
wider range of odontocete taxa.
However, one important caveat to consider is that both M. densirostris and Z. cavirostris
exhibited very infrequent (1.46% of IDDI), but notable, sequential deep foraging dives with
an intervening IDDI of <10 min. Although exceedingly rare, these short IDDI raised the question of whether prolonged IDDI represent an absolute and immediate necessity to metabolize
accumulated lactate. This question hinges on whether ziphiids are diving at or near their physiological capacity as proposed by Tyack et al. (2006) [33], or whether they are able to pursue
multiple extended dives in short succession by tolerating and buffering accumulated lactic acid
and metabolizing it at a later time [76]. Comparison of buffering capacities of muscle and
blood tissues between ziphiids and other odontocetes represents an intriguing line of research.
The temporal partitioning of metabolically costly food digestion from oxygen-constrained
food acquisition [77] as well as social behaviors [78] represent potential alternative explanations for the extension of IDDI among beaked whales. However, it is intriguing that neither
the delphinids nor physeterids required similar pauses between dives. The inclusion of IDDI
in GLM, PGLMM, and PGLS models, and then extension of dive durations beyond the cADL
calculated by Tyack et al. (2006) [33], both point to the use of anaerobic metabolism among
ziphiids to extend the duration of most deep dives. This may allow ziphiids to access prey
resources that would otherwise lie beyond the economical reach of their dive capacities given
their relatively small body sizes.
Our data demonstrated that the extended IDDIs of ziphiids have important consequences
in terms of the proportion of time available for foraging relative to other species. After
accounting for differences in commuting times necessary to reach different depths, the
ziphiids spent considerably less time at target foraging depths relative to other sympatric species (max. 34–37% vs. 72–89% respectively). This discrepancy in foraging time warrants some
consideration of the general ecological context of odontocete diving.

Ecological context
Overall, the extinction of photosynthetically active light below the euphotic zone [79] and the
remineralization of sinking particulate organic matter (POM) lead to roughly exponential
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declines in trophic inputs and calories available in food webs with depth [80,81]. An important
exception is the vertically migratory component of the deep-scattering layer (DSL) [17,82,83],
which constitutes an important source of prey for many odontocetes [84–86]. With increasing
depth, many meso- and bathypelagic fishes, cephalopods, and crustaceans tend to increase
in sedentism and exhibit more limited locomotion relative to epipelagic counterparts [17].
Deeper dwelling organisms also tend to increase in water content and decrease in protein content with depth [14–16]. Finally at the benthos, settlement and resulting concentration of sinking POM together support a larger community of benthic boundary layer (BBL) consumers
than would be found in mid-waters at comparable depths [87]. Thus the density, caloric value,
and mobility of prey likely all vary substantially in the vertical and temporal dimensions of the
habitats in which our study species forage.

Ziphiid synthesis
Dive duration, IDDI, and dive depth documented for the tagged beaked whales in this study
suggested that these species relied on a comparatively inefficient strategy of anaerobic respiration to access lower-mesopelagic and bathypelagic prey layers. Cephalopod, fish, and crustacean prey at these depths may be less abundant and potentially less nutritious relative to
shallower prey, but are also likely to be less capable of evasion and beaked whales likely face
fewer competitors at these depths. The balance of diving for sufficiently long periods to energetically profit from foraging dives while recouping the costs of commuting appears to have
been accomplished while maintaining relatively small body masses. Smaller mass may be particularly important in these deeper habitats, since the metabolic demands of a larger body
mass may be challenging to support given the likely caloric-limitations of lower meso- and
bathypelagic food webs [81].
Importantly, this information points to a particular vulnerability of beaked whales to
chronic acoustic disturbances from naval sonar, seismic mapping, and even vessel engine
noise. These species likely subsist on relatively nutritionally marginal prey resources [16] and
also invest a comparatively high proportion of their time and energy into each foraging dive,
relative to other deep-diving cetaceans. The interruption of normal foraging behaviors, that
has been observed during experimental and real-time sonar disturbances [39,88,89] may therefore have a greater impact on stress, reproduction, and potentially survival of these beaked
whales than previously described [90].
Regular reliance on anaerobic respiration may also account for several intriguing findings
in previous studies [21,74,91] where high proportions of Type II glycolytic muscle fibers were
found in the epaxial muscles of Mesoplodon spp. and Z. cavirostris relative to other deep diving
species (e.g., G. macrorhychus). Velten et al. (2013) proposed that this elevated volume of Type
II glycolytic fibers (76–83% by cross-sectional area in Mesoplodon spp.) might represent “a
metabolically inexpensive oxygen store within the muscle for use of less abundant Type I
fibers.” We suggest that this finding might alternatively represent an adaptation enabling sustained anaerobic muscular function. Additionally, the proportional rarity of aerobic Type I
fibers, which typically have higher [Mb] than glycolytic Type II fibers [92–94], might explain
the relatively high net surface charge (ZMb = 4.80) but overall similarity of bulk [Mb] between
the beaked whales and other deep diving species [19,21,60,74]. This elevated ZMb might allow
the beaked whales to more tightly space myoglobin units within proportionally rare Type I
fibers.
In addition to the likely extension of foraging dives beyond ADL, ziphiids also exhibit a
range of other metabolically economical adaptations that may allow further extension of dive
durations. These include differences in the proportion by weight of tissue that incur high
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metabolic maintenance costs (e.g., brain and visceral tissues) versus low-cost tissues (e.g., adipose, bone, and inactive muscles) when compared to other deep-diving species [95]. Additionally, Mesoplodon spp. and Z. cavirostris exhibit large-diameter muscle fibres, which reduce
cellular surface-area-to-volume ratios and may thus minimize the metabolic demand of the
active ion pumps needed to maintain muscle fibre membrane potential [74,96,97]. Finally,
these species exhibit considerably lower mitochondrial densities in muscle tissues relative to G.
macrorhynchus [74,91]. These metabolic adaptations likely contribute to longer, more efficient
dives and are also consistent with the more limited evasive capacities of target prey species.

Physeterid synthesis
In contrast to the beaked whales, the large body mass of sperm whales may enable this species
considerable flexibility to aerobically access prey resources over a wide range of depths. This
flexibility is reflected in the wide range of reported prey from stomach contents [84–86], and
also reports from various locations of diving/foraging activity in bathypelagic [98], mesopelagic [3] and epipelagic [99] depths. In our study area, P. macrocephalus appeared to exploit
central and lower mesopelagic layers, in which prey were likely moderately more abundant
and potentially more nutritionally rewarding, compared to the deeper habitats occupied by the
beaked whales. It is likely that large body masses also required large caloric inputs, potentially
limiting the ability of sperm whales to sustain themselves on sparser food webs at greater
depths. Finally, larger size, and also potentially positive buoyancy [69], may limit the ability of
sperm whales to pursue more maneuverable and evasive prey at shallower depths.

Delphinid synthesis
We hypothesize that the smaller body masses and other traits such as high mitochondrial densities [60,74,91], may limit the duration of G. macrorhynchus and P. electra dives, and thus
their access to lower meso- and bathypelagic niches. However, these traits may also enable
them to pursue more evasive and potentially more nutritious components of the DSL [16].
The size differences between G. macrorhynchus and P. electra may reflect the utilization of different DSL components. Specifically, P. electra did not appear to undertake any daytime deep
dives (Fig 7), indicating that energetically advantageous prey may be too deep during daylight
periods and only become accessible as these prey migrated upward at night. In contrast, G.
macrorhynchus pursued a mixed strategy similar to the pattern described by Aguilar de Soto
et al. (2008) [4]. This pattern consisted of less frequent, deeper (maximum 984 m; Figs 2 and
8), and more highly aerobic daytime sprint-pursuit dives [4], and more frequent and shallower
nighttime dives that potentially overlapped the prey pursued by P. electra (Fig 1).

Spatial and temporal habitat use patterns
Examination of movement tracks with regard to bottom topography in the Great Bahama
Canyon yielded additional insights into species’ differences in foraging habitat. The telemetry
information from our five study species suggested two general distribution patterns. Species
exhibiting the first pattern were the shallower and more diurnally variable divers P. electra and
G. macrorhynchus, as well as sub-adult male P. macrocephalus, which ranged widely over habitats with a variety of bathymetric depths, including habitats substantially deeper than their
observed dive depth ranges. In contrast, M. densirostris, Z. cavirostris, and adult female P.
macrocephalus exhibited a second, more localized distribution pattern that was more tightly
correlated with the spatial distribution of benthic habitats accessible within their respective
dive ranges. This suggested that these deeper divers might have been targeting BBL prey
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resources, while the shallower divers were potentially targeting more widely distributed midwater DSL prey resources.
Benthic echoes recorded by digital acoustic recording tags (DTAG) deployed on M. densirostris, have already directly shown that this species often maintains close proximity to the benthos
during a portion of foraging dives [5]. Although our telemetry data is more circumstantial than
the direct evidence provided by Arranz et al. (2011) [5], it also suggested that M. densirostris, Z.
cavirostris, and P. macrocephalus, to varying degrees, interacted with prey layers tied geographically to benthic habitats. A specific example was the close match between the wedge-shaped
westward spreading of tracks belonging to female P. macrocephalus and the gradual shoaling of
benthic topography into the dive range of female P. macrocephalus along the northern slope of
the Great Bahama Canyon. Furthermore the correlation of Z. cavirostris dive depths with benthic depths at estimated dive locations also circumstantially supported a hypothesis of BBL prey
use. Intriguingly M. densirostris exhibited some inter-individual variation in spatial association
with the benthos, which may reflect the flexibility in foraging strategy (i.e., switching between
mid-water lower mesopelagic prey and BBL prey) documented by Arranz et al. (2011) [5]. As
further evidence of behavioral complexity, M. densirostris also exhibited shallower daytime and
deeper nighttime dives, which may indicate either the pursuit of prey that undertook a reverse
diel vertical migration, or a diurnal switch between mid-water and lower meso- and benthopelagic resources as shown by Arranz et al. (2011) [5].

Conclusions
In conclusion, this study confirmed that body mass is an important correlate of dive durations
in toothed whales and is integral to their ability to access prey at different depths. However,
substantial evidence also supported the hypothesis of Tyack et al. (2006) [33] that the beaked
whales employ a mix of aerobic and anaerobic respiration to extend dive duration during deep
foraging dives. We suggest that this represents an alternative strategy for accessing deeper prey
resources without growing large, and that this strategy is likely related to limited prey availability below mesopelagic deep scattering layers, where the relative importance of benthopelagic
prey also increases. Our study highlights likely evolutionary trade-offs that have shaped the
bodies and behaviors of deep-diving toothed whales. Finally, this study underlines important
variations in vulnerability and exposure of different odontocetes to anthropogenic impacts,
particularly acoustic disturbances.
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